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Chapter One 

Introduction 
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(1.1) What is an Internship? 

 

An internship is a limited period of gaining working experience from a particular organization 

which is related to the field of study. A person who is in an internship period called an intern. 

Shortly we can say internship is training. Which give a person workplace experience, practical 

skill, real-world experience, and knowledge.  

 

An internship period can be three months to one year long. Where you can apply theoretical 

knowledge practically. Identifying your weakness you can develop your skill. 

 

University students are needs to complete a fixed period of internship. Which is related to their 

study. Suppose a student from Journalism and Mass Communication can complete an internship 

from Television, Radio, Newspaper, Online news portal or Communication-related sector, Public 

Relation etc. 

 

An internship can be either paid, unpaid, partially paid, part-time or full time. In Bangladesh, all 

these categories are seen. Generally, students who do an internship are a full-time intern. Some 

organization pays them and some are not. An organization offering students to their desired field 

instead of their work. 

 

 Why an Internship is important? 

 

The important things of an internship are it gives opportunities to work in the desired field. A 

student learns only theory and few practical experiences from the academic area. But in internship 

period s/he can apply theory broadly. S/he can learn the difference between academic and 

professional learning. Before complete graduation s/he can feel the professional experiences. They 

can learn how their academic learning applies in the practical situation and they can prepare 

themselves a strong candidate for future job placement. An intern can correction their fault and 

increase their skills, knowledge, and credibility. In their internship place, they can advertise their 

quality. 
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Networking is important for everyone. It helps build relation. In an internship period an intern 

communicates with the organization seniors, colleagues, and other people. When they maintain 

the relationship that can create a strong network which helps them in the future career. In the 

communication, sector network is important even in every sector. An internship helps to create a 

strong network contact. 

 

In four months internship period intern strongly maintain daily routine. Explore different roles, 

take work stress or pressure, decision, gain experience, and know how to maintain time, apply 

concepts and strategies of academic learning. This types of activities help to create a strong resume. 

Obviously a strong resume is important for a job. An experienced person is more attractive to a 

company. Student gain experience from internship period. An internship also helps to choose a 

future career.  
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(1.2) Background of my internship 

 

As a part of to complete my graduation. As a student of Journalism and Mass Communication I 

had to do my internship at any media related sector. At 12’Th Semester University offers me an 

opportunity for three months internship. I have done my internship program from October 01 to 

December 10, 2018. I chose to do it at GTV (Gazi Television) there are reason behind it. 

 

Nowadays television has become an important part of our daily life. Television cover different 

types of events around the country and outside the country. They provide important information 

to their viewers. In Bangladesh, television playing a vital role after starting its journey in 

Bangladesh. Television has the opportunity to show viewers the real environment of an event. 

Same time viewers can see and hear a television. One can visualize an environment by reading but 

television does it at the same time. Television covers the current event. So it can show live when 

it needs and give breaking news.  

 

Television is a part of mass media. There is more glamour on television than other mass media. 

After the invention of television, it runs based on technology. With the invention of more advanced 

technology television also become more advanced. 

 

I did my internship on GTV, because GTV is a well-organized and advanced technology based 

television station, and it is a well-known and leading television station in Bangladesh. They find 

out problems of society and show on their television. GTV broadcast the true news to its viewers, 

and journalism true practice is available there. There is more opportunity to work with advanced 

technology. I can show my creativity there. We know that an internship period is learning period. 

At GTV there are many best journalist, so I have a chance to enrich my experience and skill from 

them. As a student of journalism and Mass Communication always want to be a television 

journalist. I thought that being a intern at GTV help me to fulfill my dream. And I can serve people 

as a journalist. 
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(1.3)Background of GTV 

 

Gazi Television is officially known as GTV. A popular Bengali language digital cable television 

channel. Editor in chief is Syed Ishtiaque Reza and Iqbal Karim Nissan is CNE of GTV. 

 

Owned by Gazi Sattelite Television Limited. GTV Broadcast program only national area, and 

available on satellite, cable, and IPTV. 

 

GTV broadcast a wide variety of program. Like news, movies, drama, talk show, dubbing program, 

sports especially cricket, reality show and more.  

 

From 12 June 2012 GTV started to broadcast in Bangladesh. It is transmitted from its studio at 25 

Segun Bagicha, Dhaka-1000. In November 2018 it started full HD broadcast. GTV also available 

on YouTube powered by Rabithole. Mainly GTV is program based television station. But it 

broadcast news eight times a day. GTV bought television broadcasting rights from BCB in 2014 

for six years. And Bangladesh Premier League (BPL) broadcast right bought in 2016 from BCB. 
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(1.4) Appearance of GTV 
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(1.5) Organogram 
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(1.6) Supervisor at GTV 

 

 

Yaseer Arafat Kakon. 

 

I complete my internship at GTV. During the internship program my supervisor was Yaseer Arafat 

Kakon, in-charge national desk at GTV 

 

He worked at bdnews24.com as sub-editor, ABC Radio as a producer, ATN News as a staff 

reporter and as a research assistant at the University of Manchester. At GTV he worked as 

newsroom editor, senior newsroom editor and now as national desk In-Charge. 

 

As National Desk In-Charge he always contacts with district correspondent. Give Instruction to 

cover news events, sometimes special event. Communicate and distribute works to other 

newsroom editors. 

 

(1.7)  Duration of Internship 

 

As an Intern at GTV, I worked for ten weeks. At GTV I was appointed at National Desk as a 

Newsroom Editor. My Internship at GTV started from October 02, 2018 and officially end on 

December 31, 2018. 
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Chapter Two 

Activities During Internship 
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(2.1) Weekly Diary 

 

First Week (October 01-07) 

 

 Got instruction by my supervisor to cover the National Desk. 

 Got instruction by my supervisor to cover the National Desk. 

 Introduced with the member of the newsroom. 

 Practice to Increased my typing speed on Bijoy Bangla. 

 Got introduced with ENPS software. 

 

 

 

 

ENPS Software. 
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Second Week (October 08-14) 

 

 Basic Idea about news writing. 

 Introduce with Editorial policy. 

 Wrote National Desk news (OOV-Out Of Vision) 

 Introduced with the video editor and producer. 

 Learn to convert video on television format. 

 Edit video at edit panel. 

 Write Scroll news (Ticker) 

 

 

 

Wrote News on ENPS.  
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Third Week (October 15-21) 

 

 Wrote National Desk news on. ( OOV, OOV SOT, and IV SOT) 

 Edit Video and SOT at the edit panel. 

 Wrote Sports, Business and International news. 

 Collect news from Gmail send by district correspondent. 

 Contact with district correspondent for news and update. 

 Write Scroll news (Ticker) 

 

 

 

 

Wrote News on.  
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Fourth Week (October 22-28) 

 

 Wrote National, International, and Sports news. ( OOV, OOV SOT, and IV SOT) 

 Edit video on the panel. 

 Made GFX at graphic section and export from the panel. 

 Follow online news portal for update news. 

 Give assignment to district correspondent. 

 Got news writing tips from news editor. 

 Checking mail. 

 

 

 

Wrote News on.  
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Fifth Week (October 29- November 04) 

 

 Wrote news, and edit video on. 

 Record news from Ingest. 

 Take news from online news portal. 

 Download photo for GFX and made GFX. 

 Contact with correspondent. 

 Checking mail. 

 Discuss with reporter and news editor about news. 

 

 

 

Wrote News on.  
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Sixth Week (November 05-11) 

 

 Wrote news, GFX, and edit video on. 

 Take video from Ingest. 

 Take video from Bag-Pack. 

 Practice voice for news. 

 Introduce with wap’3D Data buzz software. 

 Take instruction from news editor. 

 Checking mail. 

 

 

 

 

 

Wrote News on. 
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Seventh Week (November 12-18) 

 

 Wrote news, GFX, and edit video on. 

 Edit CEC SOT. 

 Practice voice. 

 Contact with district correspondent. 

 Give assignment. 

 Wrote Tukro PKG news. 

 Checking mail. 

 

 

 

At Newsroom.  
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Eighth Week (November 19-25) 

 

 Wrote news, GFX, and edit video on. 

 Wrote Tukro PKG news and edit. 

 Wrote PKG news and edit. 

 Practice voice and test on panel. 

 Checking mail. 

 Take video from ingest and Bag-Pack 

 Edit PM and CEC SOT 

 

 

 

 

At News PCR. 
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Ninth Week (November 26- December 02) 

 

 Wrote news, GFX, and edit video on. 

 Connect district correspondent for live at PCR. 

 Broadcast “Pool in Bangladesh” at 07 pm news. 

 Checking mail and online news portal. 

 Give assignment to correspondent through the phone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At Edit Panel.  
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Tenth Week (December 03- 09) 

 

 Wrote PKG, OOV, IV SOT, and GFX news. 

 Edit PKG on panel. 

 Practice voice. 

 Checking mail newspaper and documents. 

 Write scroll news. 

 Research for G Dialogue talk-show. 

 Discuss with seniors about news and ticker writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At News PCR, Connecting District Correspondent for LIVE.   
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Eleventh Week (December 10- 12) 

 

 Wrote news on. 

 Discuss with the reporter about the news. 

 Practice voice. 

 Edit video. 

 Checking mail. 

 Contact with district correspondent.  

 

 

 

Wrote News on.  
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(2.2) Working area 

 

My duties at GTV as newsroom editor intern. I was assigned at national desk. As a national desk 

newsroom editor, my duty was rewrite district correspondent news. Cross check the news 

accuracy, select news by its news value. Every day I had needed to contact with the correspondent 

for news and update. Sometimes need to check news portal for news to update our viewers. Though 

I was assigned at the national desk I had cover International, Business and Sports news.  

 

As a newsroom editor intern, I had to research to make my story more informative. In sports, news 

research is very important. To make a news more attractive to viewers match history is and other 

things are important. In International news, a newsroom editor depends on news agencies and 

international news media. So he needs to be much updated to update the channel.  

 

In national desk, newsroom editor write the district correspondent news. Sometimes correspondent 

mistakenly gives wrong information and they mistake the spelling. But a newsroom editor intern 

has no chance to mistake those things. S/He need to check the mistake and write the new accurately 

and simply for the viewers. They need to remind that viewers are from low level to high level, 

some are educated and some are uneducated. So they write the news depend on those things. 

 

Other things are that may your correspondent missed an event, but your viewers want to see the 

news. You have to gain the ability to solve that situation. You need to update yourself and also 

your correspondent. 

During the internship period, I feel the connection between works and academic learning. In 

university, we learn the theory and in the workplace we apply the theory. We know about 5w1h, 

ethics, hate speech, jargon, news structure. All these are applied in practical work. But there is 

some difference between academic learning and practical work. Academic learning helps at 

practical work. 
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My duties as a newsroom editor intern. My covered the area are: 

 

Write news 

 

At GTV I was assigned as newsroom editor on the national desk. My duty was rewriting district 

correspondent news for television format. At my internship period, I wrote around 310 news. 

Among this 310 news around 290 news was broadcast. This news are OOV, OOV SOT, IV SOT, 

Tukro PKG, PKG. I also wrote national desk scroll news (ticker). Beside national I wrote 

International news, Business news, and Sports news. 

 

Translate news 

 

To cover International news I had to translate English news collect from GTV paid news agencies, 

international media like CNN, BBC, Al Jazeera, The Guardian, The New York Times, The 

Washington Post etc. Translated news wrote for television. 

 

Video Editing and GFX 

 

In television writing news is not everything. Voice and video combined play on television 

everyone know that. After writing a news we edit the video from the editing panel. Time is the 

main fact at television, so we edit video depends on the news script. When we had no video footage 

at hand, we made GFX from graphics. GFX are made by story related photo. For PKG news video 

and sound combination is most important. Visual footage are organized depending on voice. After 

wrote news I edit video. 

 

Take Footage 

 

As a newsroom editor, I wrote news sometimes we have no footage so we need to record footage 

from another channel. I take footage from Ingest many times. With the advantage of technology 

television also become advanced technology based. Now reporter can share footage with audio 

through Backpack. 
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Broadcast live news from PCR 

 

Every day at 07 pm news GTV broadcast a special news named Pool in Bangladesh. This special 

news will continue before the Bangladesh national pool. Three times I had the opportunity to play 

the news from PCR. 

 

Give assignment and contact with the correspondent. 

 

Newsroom editor rewrites the district correspondent new. As a newsroom editor intern every day 

I maintain contact with the correspondent for news updates, follow-ups, sometimes give them 

assignment to cover any event. Call for further clarification and cross check. 
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Duty Rota. 
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Chapter Three 

Learning and Experiences  
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(3.1) Knowledge gathering/ learning 

 

Throughout my internship, at GTV I had gathered many valuable and important experience and 

knowledge. In a future career which will help me.  I know about how television journalism work, 

and strategy of television. I gathered news from district correspondent and also from the reporter. 

I gathered knowledge from various aspects like news writing, editing, seniors etc. I meet with 

reporter, news editor, seniors who are knowledgeable and experienced in television journalism. 

They helped me in various aspect and brief me about journalism. Things I learned which enrich 

my knowledge are described below. 

 

Re-write news 

 

As a fresher, I had no practical experience in television journalism. At GTV I had actually how to 

write a news for television. Roles and responsibilities of a newsroom editor. Generally District 

correspondent send their report in the national desk. Their report is written in newspaper format. 

Which is not allowed on television. I wrote the report in television format, checked spelling 

mistakes, accuracy.  As a newsroom editor intern, my duty was also select news from a huge 

amount. My senior help me how to write news for television. Brief me the objectives of news edit. 

If I made any mistake news editor help me to solve the problem. I know how to write the link and 

body of a news, how to write PKG, know about edit a prominent person sink, and random people 

vox pop. 

 

Learn about news 

 

A news story is different from a story. News play impact on the public mind. It shapes their 

thoughts and thinking. So select a news for broadcast is important. Time is short but the number 

of news is big. So which news is important for and which is not, I gather experience about this. 

Some news is sensitive which can create a bad impact. I learn how to treat this types of news. 

Learn about proper treatment of news.  
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Learn Television Language 

 

Present tense is always used in television news. Television language is different from a newspaper 

language. In short time journalist share news on television. So proper language helps to do this. I 

know which types of language are used in television. 

 

Practical Experience 

 

As a fresher, I had only theoretical knowledge before internship. In University I practice with news 

jottings, but in the internship, I worked with big number of news. Every day I introduce with 

different types of news which helped me to increase my knowledge.  

 

House Policy 

 

Every media house has some policy. Depends on house policy they cover news. I learn that house 

policy affects news coverage. 
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(3.2) Tools and Technologies used 

 

During my internship at GTV, I used different types of tools and technologies. The most used 

things is a computer. I used a computer to write my news. ENPS , Video mastering pro, waps’3D 

Data buzz, Cut pro cc, Gmail, Audio recorder, Photoshop, 

 

I wrote news on ENPS software. Used  Video mastering pro for convert video footage,  waps’3D 

Data buzz to fire scroll news, Cut pro cc use to edit video footage, Gmail used to collect news from 

district correspondent, Audio recorder used to record practice voice. Use graphics design software. 

Photoshop used to ready photo for made GFX. 

 

 

 

 

 

(3.3) Special experience 

 

Before my internship I was not engaged with any news related media. I did many news report, 

documentary, short film, AV in my academic career. At GTV my three hundred plus news were 

broadcast. Among this news, I got special experience from one news. 

 

The national pool of Bangladesh is knocking at the door. On this purpose GTV broadcast a special 

news “Pool in Bangladesh” every day at 07 pm. Connect district correspondent live. On November 

27 I got the opportunity to connect the district correspondent on live. Before live I gave him 

instruction. What he should do. I maintain this ten minutes special part from PCR. Even I edit 

seven minutes sync of some prominent person from the selected district for the news.   As a fresher 

this experience was very special for me. 
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Chapter Four 

Evaluation of Learning 
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(4.1) Difference or similarities between academic and practical work. 

 

University is the place where we learn about the academic learning or theory. In job sector or in 

internship we use our academic learning. One can become expert when s/he apply theory in 

practical work. For a fresher internship is the place where one can do this at the same time. Theory 

are invented to bring out perfect result. In journalism sector theory is important. When a journalist 

apply theory or academic learning properly then s/he can find out the best news. Applying theory 

is important both for sub-editor, newsroom editor, and reporter. Theory and practical work walk 

hand to hand. 

 

In academic learning there is some similarities and difference between academic learning and 

practical work at a professional place. As a student of Journalism and Mass Communication I past 

my four years in academic learning. University offered me Internship as a requirement to complete 

my BSS. I got the opportunity to complete my three month internship at GTV. During my 

internship period as a newsroom editor intern I notice some difference and similarities between 

academic learning and practical learning. 

 

News is change by time. Suppose at 9 am you got a murder news and you broadcast the news. At 

1 pm the news is changed. There might some reaction from the victim site. As a result you need to 

change the news with the change of few hour. Because your viewers wants update news. In 

academic area we cover soft news as our assignment. We have no headache about time, and change 

about the time. As a result we have no need to change news. So I can say time is not maintain at 

academic learning, and follow-up news is not practice at academic area. 

 

Tools and technology are available at professional place. In academic learning we face the problem 

of technical support. When we use update technologies and new technology in professional place 

we face problem, because this things is not familiar to us.  

 

In media house, there is everyone editorial policy. News treatment and coverage depends on 

policy. In academic learning there is no editorial policy. So here is also difference.  
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In academic and practical learning there is similarities. There is no scope to deny 5w1h. To write 

a news 5w and 1h is important which we learn from academic learning. I covered news as a 

newsroom editor intern. During my internship period Introduction to editing, Editing and Page 

Make-Up, Reporting for Media, Television Journalism, and Video Production course helps me 

more. Knowledge I gather from this course apply in my practical work. Communication related 

course also helped me. 

 

There is some difference between practical and academic learning. But I think similarities are more 

than difference. 
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(4.2) Expectation and Outcome. 

 

I started my internship in the first week of October at GTV. My expectation was joining in 

reporting, but I was assigned in desk. After a few days, I feel the love with my work.  

 

I realize that before reporting working in desk is important. In desk, I got support from my seniors. 

They help me wrote news. I learn from them more than my expectation. Academic learning also 

supports me.  At GTV I wrote more than three hundred news within three months, and around 

three hundred news is broadcast. As an intern, it was a huge achievement for me. I learn news 

writing, headline writing, scroll news writing, video editing, PKG making, learn to use new 

technologies. Now within a short time, I can write a news perfectly. So I think my outcome is more 

than my expectation. Things I learn will help me in my future career. 
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(4.3) Skill developed during the internship program. 

 

During my internship program at GTV, I was assigned on national desk. I covered national desk 

news. Besides I covered International, Business, and Sports news as well. In the last three months, 

I developed my skill from my working area. 

 

 PKG news writing and editing. 

 OOV, OOV SOT, IV SOT news writing. 

 Video editing. 

 Making GFX. 

 Making source for news information. 

 Proper time management. 

 Communication skill. 

 Typing speed. 

 Confidence and professionalism. 

 Cope up with the office environment and roles. 

 Maintain social relation. 

 Vocal for news. 

 Working speed. 

 Decision making. 

 Pike-up right word and language for news. 

 News category. 

 How to use different technology 

 Exploring document and other sources for information. 
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(4.4) Experience and future career 

 

Internship is an investment for future. Having a BSS degree is not enough for Job. Every company 

wants a skilled working hand. Experience and skill a student gather from academic learning are 

not enough for the job market. One can enrich experience when s/he enters into the real world. 

Internship makes the opportunity to enrich skill, knowledge, and experience from a practical 

environment. 

 

Last three month during my internship period I worked with various types of people. They are 

skilled and professional in journalism. Only for the internship, I got the opportunity worked with 

them. I build a relation with them. I learn from them, they help me to enrich my knowledge and 

skill. I think in future this experience will help me. Even I can get information from them in my 

future career. 

 

I increase my experience at my internship period. I had worked with different tools and 

technologies. I can add this experience to strong my CV.   

 

I had made many sources and learn about many online sources. In the future, I can use this source 

in my job career. My news writing skill, language sense, news sense, proper time management, 

communication skill which I developed during my internship will help me in my future career. 

 

Before complete graduation, I learn about an office environment. I had complete my internship on 

a popular television channel. I can add this as a reference. All the skill I developed during my 

Internship period will help me to increase my working speed, enrich creativity. Now I can say I 

have previous working experience on a television station. This will help me to find a job. Because 

every company finds experience person. 
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Chapter Five 
Conclusion 
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(5.1) SWOT analysis of the GTV 

 

Strengths 

 Popular Bangla television. 

 Independent editorial policy. 

 Update with the latest news. 

 Cover Varity area, news, program sports. 

 Not Biased 

 A good relationship with other. 

 Strong editorial policy. 

 Available on satellite, cable, YouTube, and IPTV. 

 

Weakness 

 Short of workforce. 

 Low transportation. 

 Pro Awami League policy. 

 Need office management. 

 No news is broadcast during the cricket match. 

 YouTube and social media site are not maintained properly. 

 

Opportunities 

 Office environment can be improve. 

 Social media site can be improved. 

 Appoint more reporter. 

 Increase news Duration and quantity. 

 Office management can be better. 

 

Threats 

 News can decrease its popularity. 

 Decrease leadership for political influence. 

 Lawsuit for miss interpretation of interpretation and news.  
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(5.2) Recommendation 

 

I have done my Internship at GTV. It was my first experience to work in a professional field. I am 

very much grateful to GTV authority and Daffodil International University to providing me the 

opportunity. Only three month is not enough for enriching experience from an internship. I would 

like to say some point as my recommendation. 

 

 Daffodil International University should need to introduce their student with new 

technology. 

 Need to include more television-related activities. 

 Need to increase the duration of the internship. 

 Need to engage the student with new related activities. 

 Need to increase the number of teachers. 

 Now; lab facility is low, need to increase lab facility 
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(5.3) Conclusion 

 

Successfully I am able to complete my Internship. I am very grateful to Allah. I fell very 

fortunately, to work in a professional place with many intelligent and experienced people. Three 

month internship help me to be punctual in work. This three month was not so easy for me as a 

new person in a professional field. I try my best to complete my job and try to acquire knowledge. 

 

I must mention my academic supervisor Mr. Aftab Hossain for his excellent supervision. Another 

supervisor Yaseer Arafat Kakon for his supervision and cooperation at GTV. I am extremely lucky 

to have them as my supervisor. 

 

I am very lucky to complete my internship as a part to complete my graduation. I like to thank all 

my teacher and Daffodil International University. It was impossible to complete my all course 

without my teacher cooperation. The internship helps me to be confident and skilled. I am sincerely 

thankful to GTV authority, seniors and colleague. 
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News Broadcast on 10-11-18 
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News Broadcast on 10-15-18 
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News Broadcast on 10-16-18 & 10-17-18. 
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News Broadcast on 10-22-18 & 10-23-18. 
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News Broadcast on 10-24-18.  
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News Broadcast on 10-25-18. 
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Wrote News on. 
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News Broadcast on 11-01-18. 
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News Broadcast on 11-01-18. 
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News Broadcast on 11-14-18 & 11- 15-18. 
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News Broadcast on 11-15-18 & 11-17-18. 
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Wrote News on. 
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PKG News Broadcast on 11-17-18. 
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Scroll News. 

 


